
O N L I N E   P U B L I C A T I O N   &   A W A R D S 
 

This is not actually a contest, nor is it a publishing opportunity 
according to the old (pre-2000) way of doing things; however, it 
IS the chance for you to be published online and possibly get 
paid for it. After the deadline of 4/30/08 has passed, our panel 
of judges will select at least one story and poem as winners—
maybe more—and cash awards determined by the amount of 
entry fees received will be given.   By submitting, you automati-
cally give us the right to publish your entry or entries online 
through 12/31/08. You own all literary rights. Subject is your 
choice. 

H O W   T O  E N T E R 

There is no limit to number of entries you may submit. Each 

Story Stanza story or Story Stanza poem should be submitted in 

duplicate, on a separate 8-1/2 x 11 in. page, with your name in 

the upper right corner of one copy and a second copy remaining 

blank. Keep copies, as no entries will be returned. 
 

Please enclose two #10 envelopes, each with 42 cents postage. 

One should be addressed to yourself and the other left blank. 
 

Submissions will be accepted between 3/15/08 and 4/30/08. Eli-

gible submissions will be posted online shortly after receipt; 

however, winners will not be announced until some time in May, 

and details will also appear in the June edition of The Diploemat. 
 

 

SUBMIT ENTRIES (by 4/30/08) with check for $5 per entry to    

AMY’S STANZAS 

1325 W. Sunshine St., #168,   Springfield, MO 65807 USA 
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You may print full-
size copies on 
which to draft your 
poems and stories 
before typing 
them for submis-
sion by download-
ing this   
Story Stanza Dia-
gram from our 
website at. 

 

 www.
amykitchen-
erfdn.org/ss.

html 

Amy Kitchener's Angels Without Wings Foundation 

CORDIALLY INVITES YOU TO JOIN 
 

 HENRY NEWTON GOLDMAN and all the other ARMCHAIR ASTRONAUTS 

who recently launched literary  

“PROJECT ASNATZYROTS” 

 (please see Page 3) 
in our gala springtime 2008 celebration of NATIONAL POETRY MONTH (April) 

RESERVATION DEADLINE:  4/30/08                            RSVP: Amy's Stanzas (see address below) 
PARTICIPATION FEE: $5 per Story or Poem  

This is our spring fundraiser to publish your writing online for public viewing and to support our website at  

www.amykitchenerfdn.org 

D E T A I L S 
 

Purpose of this event is to continue the introduction of our 
new literary form, the Story Stanza, by enabling those who 
weren't able to enter the contest that launched this new 100-
word form into literary cyberspace on March 1, 2008 to have 
a second chance to display their original creative writings 
online, and compete for an award, as well as to introduce the 
Story Stanza to those who haven't yet learned about it. 
 

The Story Stanza is a concise form of writing in which both 
the Flash Fiction and Narrative (storytelling) Poem in a Nut-
shell are written in a 100-word formula in three parts. The 
parts are the same for prose and poetry, but the format in 
which each is presented is unique. 
 

STORY STANZA FLASH FICTION—Story format is in stan-
dard manuscript style: double-spaced with 1-inch margins all 
around; paragraphs indented; no doodles, notes or other art-
work should appear on the page. 
 

STORY STANZA POETRY—Rhymed or free verse; single 
spaced; 19 lines centered on the page. The number of words 
per line matches the pattern shown below, with lines 1 – 10 
increasing, adding up to 55 words; lines 11 – 19 decrease in 
number, so they total 45 words. Poems will not look like the 
perfect diamond in the diagram.in the right column below. 
 

STORY STANZA TITLES—Centered in all capital letters 
above both prose and poetry. 
 

AUTHOR'S IDENTITY—Name, address, phone and e-mail 
must appear in the right margin of both prose and poetry. 

 

S T O R Y  S T A N Z A' S  T H R E E   P A R T S 
 

The Story Stanza is like a miniature 3-act play in which one 
problem or conflict is involved. In this precise form of writing, 
more is left unsaid than is implied in the written words, mak-
ing each story or poem an Amy Kitchener-style “think about 
it” piece of literary art. Read Helen E. Rilling's chilling story 
“Jamie Learns a Lesson” and Jerry-Mac Johnston's provoca-
tive free verse “Coming of Age” on Page 3, then visit our 
website's 'Story Stanza (Project Aznatsyrots)” section and 
study the poetry and prose already on display. Then, create 
your own 100-word mini-masterpieces: 
 

PART I—Opening—Introduces up the scene and problem or 
conflict in 15 words. 
 

PART II—Middle--Dramatizes the problem or conflict in 70 
words. 
 

PART III—Ending--Winds up, concludes and ends in last 15 
words, usually with a twist, punchline, or shock that makes 
the reader think “What?” and go back for another read or two 
or five. 


